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Most discussions of血e relative merit of various approaches

to literacy take up the question from a psychoIo虫cal point of

View. The discussion usua11y focuses on which approach is

appropriate given血e way c皿dren leam. I an going to take up

the question from a socioIogical perspective, COnSidering instead,

1 ) what kind of a classroom situation the approach establishes

and 2) what eifect that situation is likely to have on血e way

individuals interact and血e perceptions they fom of themselves

and others. I will begin by describing recent research on血e topic

Of Task Structures, relating that research to two basic approaches

to literacy,血e traditional basal reader/workbook and the

naturalistic language experience/pr匂ect approach. Then, I will

describe related research, and finally, discuss血plications for

Classrcom practice.

Reseaタでh on幼sk $tγαCt!lnS

Stephen Bossert ( 1 ) has conducted some interesting researeh

On the orgahizational pa備ems established by diiferent types of

tasks children perfom in classrooms. He did not concem himself

wi血any curriculum area, yet his findings have implications for

血ose considering the relative merit of diiferent approaches to

teaching reading and o血er language arts.

Bossert made a distinction between血e nature of instructional

tasks which w皿be referred to here as “single互sk,’’and “multi-

task,’’and looked to see what behaviors and perceptions were

related to each. Si略ね-励Sk is defined as group recitation and

SeatWOrk requiring血e same perfomance of all students,

including cases where individuals are woking independently at

different levels in a text or workbook. Mαl九的Sk is defined as

numerous individual or sma11 group prQjects in which children are

encouraged to select and organize the証own tasks. No/e Jhat /he

lOO
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AIso notice血at血ere are two major diiferences between the

Settings established by the two types of task structures: 1 )

who/what is in controI of (and血us responsible for)血e pace and

sequence and the content of activities and 2) whether interactions

are public or relatively private. Specifically, in a sin虫e-taSk

Setting, the teacher and/or materials maintain tight controI over

the content and prooess of activities. To maintain血at control,

血e teacher must see what is happemng at every moment, SO

behavior must be public. In other words, What each child is doing

must be similar enough so血at血e teacher (and everyone else)

Can See at a glance that each child is behaving exactly as the

teacher intends.

In a multi-taSk setting,血e student and teacher mutually agree

on content and process, and skills are developed in the sequence

needed to carry out that prooess. Materials are used as a
resource rather than as a means of control. The teacher

maintains controI over long-term gOals but encourages血e c皿d

to exercise some choice in血e selection of the content and

process of his daily work. Along with that choice the child
assunes responsibility for achieving what is expected of him on a

daily basis.

In handing over some of血e control and responsibility to the

student, the teacher has relinquished the possibility and lessened

血e need to see exactly what is happemng at every moment, and

so behavior in血e classroom is relatively private. In other words,

血e mamer in which each child decides to select and organize

materials and activities will probably not be similar enough so

血at the teacher (Or anyOne else) can always see at a dance

exactly what each child is doing.

These two factors, Who is at the center of control and the

relatively public or private nature of activities, have an impact of

血eir own on血e interactions between participants and the

perceptions they fom within血e sifuation. Bossert’s research

revealed血at this impact is independent of血e teacher’s

p皿osophy and teaching style and independent of血e c軸dren’s

personality. That is, When looking at血e same teacher and group

of students in a single-taSk and血en in a multi-taSk setting, he
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noted very diiferent behaviors from one setting to another,

Further’When looking at classrooms which were predominantly

either single- Or multi」楓sk, Bossert also discovered striking

differences. These differences are described below.

77Ie PaCe Ond seqcJence Qf actit,漁場

and $加dent呼po7柳ni少Jo par加わa花

Bossert found血at血e point of reference used to determine

血e pace and sequence of activities was quite different in the two

task settings and that this aifected the opportunity of various

types of students to receive instruction and participate in

activities. Specifically, in血e single-taSk setting,血e pace and

SequenCe Of activities was matched to a segment of the class

Which was somewhere in血e middle. Those able to go faster had

to wait or receive o血er asslgnmentS, and those who needed more

time often did not have血e oppo巾mity to grasp the material.

Bossert found that teachers varied in血eir treatment of the faster

and sIower students. Sometimes teachers used top perfemers as

models for血e group, glVmg them more time to recite and display

血e証infomation and skills. At o血er times, teaChers gave these

Students extra asslgrments tO keep them busy and spent

additional time with血em to explain血ose asslgnmentS.

Whatever means was used to deal with these faster children,
the end result was that they received more time, attention and

reinforcement than the sIower students. It seems reasonable to

assume that in the case where the task is ofthe same type day

after day, aS Wi心血e single-taSk basal reader approach,血e same

Students would continue to be血e top perfomers. Thus, it would

be the same individuals who would receive more attention and

reinforcement over tine, Which would eventually result in a

widening of the gap between the sIow and fast peIformers.

In contrast, in the multi-taSk settings, the pace and sequence

Of activities were geared to血e individual s血dent’s performance.

Bossert found that the teacher allowed those who were doing well

Wi血their task to continue and gave more attention to those

having di鯖culty. It also seems reasonable to assume血at in血is

CaSe, Where the activity is mutually agreed upon by the teacher

and student, the tendency would be to modify血e task when it

ProVed to be too di飾cult for that student. As a result,血e same

Children would not continue to have di鯖culty day after day. Thus

血e teacher would be less likely to be dving more attention and

reinforcement to the same individuals over time.
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Sanctioni将Qr beha高or

Bossert found血at teachers in血e diiferent settings used

di飾erent means for controlling student behavior. In the sinde-taSk

setting,血e teacher tended to rely on equitable, impersonal

sanctions, i.e., “desists.’’Bossert recorded an average of 19.2

desists/100 minutes in group recitation and 1 2.6/100 minutes

when students were working individually in wokbooks as

compared with 9/100 minutes in the multi-taSk setting. In

addition, teaChers and students in血e single-taSk setting reported

feeling sooiauy more distant血an血ose in血e multi」ask setting.

It would seem血at the use of a quick, impersonal meaus of

control in the single-taSk setting is due to two factors. First, in

this public setting where everyone can see and hear the exchange’

the teacher needs to appear to be applying血e rules equitably.

But more importantly, OnCe eStal)lished as the center of attention

and control, there is an urgent need for the teacher to remain free

in order to keep血ings gomg. The teacher must not take time out

t。 deal in dep血with a student, for fear that the rest of the class

may get out of control.

By contrast, in血e multi-taSk setting’Bossert fo皿d血at血e

teacher tended to covertly “bend血e rules” to fit血e particular

situation and needs of the individual. Students and teachers

reported experiencmg a StrOng SenSe Of rapport.

It appears that a multi-taSk setting allows for this in two

ways. First, few will observe the exchange, aS血e setting lS

relatively private. So血e question of equity is not such a

problem. Second,血ere is not血e same ungent need to stay m

control, to keep皿ings movmg, because the teacher has shared

some of the con億Ol and responsibility wi心血e students. So it is

possible to take more time and血us be in a better position to

observe and judge what is actually occunmg and to make

adjustments accordingly.

Eval糊証明Q/peが)肋anOe伽d $OCial駒加S

Individuals used a diiferent reference for evaluation of

perfemance in血e two settings. Bossert reperts血at in血e single-

task setting, eValuation was group referenced and based on血e

few sk皿s required in血e single task.血multi-taSk settings,

evaluation tended to be referenced to individual growth and based

On a greater Variety of sk皿s.

It appears血at血is di飾erence is due to the relatively public

versus private nature of血e setdngs as well as the diiference in
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COmPlexity of the tasks. For example, in the public, Single-taSk

Setting, it is relatively easy to see and血us to rank students on

COmmOn Criteria and establish a status hierarchy accordingly.

Conversely’in the m皿-taSk setting, Where perfomance is

relatively private, it is more d珊cult to see and血us to judge how

each student measures against血e others. In addition, With tasks

invoIving many kinds of materials and skills血ere are more facets

Of behavior to evaluate and thus more ways to measure and

achieve success. For example, COmPare a SPelling test or work

Sheet to designmg and producing an art or science exhibit

accompanied by a piece of writing. So it is less likely血at one

Student will be rated “top perfemer,, over all the o血ers and

treated accordingly.

Bossert found血at the ways students evaluated one ano血er

and chose請ends were linked to血e task structure predominant

in血eir classrooms. In classrooms which were usually single-taSk,

there was a tendency for students to compete wi血one another to

establish perfemance status and血en fom cliques with others of

Sinrilar status to win special privileges. There was solidarity

Within these cliques but a high degree of between専OuP

COmPetition on the playgro皿d as well as in the cla§SrOOm. The

result was血e development of a competitive status system wi血in

血e classroom and a decrease in overall group cohesion.

In contrast’in multi-taSk settings c皿dren were much more

COOPerative. They fomed friendships based on mutual interests

and worked well with altemative subgroups even when

friendships were not invoIved. Pe血aps when血ere is so much

golng On Simultaneously in a classroom, SO that evaluation and

血us status are not based on comparison with the group, it is

Simply not as possible, Or neCeSSary, for students to join together

to compete wi血o血ers for status and rewards. Instead, it is

POSSible for a fee血g of cooperation to develop. (This effect of

血e task structure’mOre than the use of special materials, might

account for a phenomenon that Montessori repeatedly witnessed.
She has reported that in her classrooms, Which were multi-taSk, a.

fee血g of cooperation and group spirit spontaneously

emerged.) (2)

αnem擢aめn to other $e〃暗s

What is particularly important to note here is that Bossert
found血at血ese characteristics appeared to generahize to o血er

Settings. For instance, art and science teachers who dealt with

血ese students outside of血eir regular classrooms reported sim混Ⅲ
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differences in behavior between the students from the different

task settmgS. They noted血at the children from the multi-taSk

settlngS Were mOre Selfdirected, mOre COOPerative while working

on group prQjects and more open to expIoring new foms of

expression. In contrast, the single-taSk students were quieter,

easier to control and showed less initiative.

When looking at individual students from one year to血e

next, Bossert found血at students who remained in the same type

Of task setting (even血ough they had a11 changed teachers)

displayed血e sane behaviors・ He also found血at the behavior of

students who moved from one type of setting to another changed

accordin虫y. Students, ParentS, teaChers outside血e regular

classroom and血e schooI counselor all reported changes in

attitude and behavior ffom one year to血e next in cases where

students were assigned the second year to a diff訂ent task settmg.

They noted, in particular,血at students who had been in multi-

task classrcoms developed a competitive fbeling and began to

Select friends based on perfomance status when moved to a

Single-taSk setting. They also reported that the reverse was true.

So it did not appear血at these attitudes were a result of the

child’s personality, but ra血er, Were related to血e task setting in

Which he operated.

Similar Jt?Seaタでh

Interest in the issue of control is not new in educational

research. For example, in 1943 Lippitt and White (3) published
the results of experimental studies they and Lewin conducted to

expIore children’s reactions to the different types of control

exercised by adult leaders. Of paIticular interest here is血e

di飾erence in response血ey found between au血oritarian and

democratic settings.

In the authoritarian settmg,血e leader dictated the task and

working companion and infomed血e children of血e activity one

SteP at a time, SO that future steps were always uncertain to a

large degree, In the demooradc setting students and leader shared

in the esta班shment of goals and general steps toward reaching

血ose goals. The leader provided technical advice along the way

by poslng altemative procedures from which a choice

could be made.

The findings in these studies are compatible with and expand

on what Bossert found. Specifica11y, When compared with the

authoritarian setting,血ese behaviors were found in血e

democratic setting:
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GIt?a佃r坤On;aneo郷gI鋤p COhesion jZ)肋ed Children

WOrked together for common goals and showed more

fhendliness and less hostility. They exhibited less ego-

Centered, COmPetitive behavior and were more inclined to

recogmze with approval血e work of others. This
“cohesion’’was a result of attitudes which the group

fomed, ra血er than those induced by the leader and were

not dependent upon his presence in the group.

Fewer cxprt’S訪ons Qrdおcon/e庇Children made an

average of l.6 remarks expressing discontent with the

Situation during each l-hour meeting in the demooratic

Setting as compared wi血an average of 9.8/1 hour in

the authoritarian setting.

Less cha略e ;n lhe g�ant砂Q材me坤ent o掴erわ2/S

WO庇励en /eader /e伍heタのOm. The quantity of time on

task remained virtually unchanged when the leader left the

democratic setting. Work related behaviors dropped by
approximately two thirds in the authoritarian setting when

the leader left the room.

Loweγ qZJa所切侮日her g糊l句"ゾwo庇. C皿dren in the

authoritarian setting prorluced a greater quantity of work.

C皿dren in the democratic setting took greater care for

detail’and there was less ``sIopplng Of paint,, in血eir

approach to their work.

More recently, O血er researchers have made a dis血1Ction

between task structures similar to those made by Bossert. They

refer to血em as “uhidimensional’’and ``muItidimensional.,, Their

findings are also compatible w皿his・ For example, Carl Simpson

(4) reported血at when compared wi血unidimensional

Classrooms, multidimensional classrooms differed as fo皿ows:

Feweγ St妨e融職場d `伽low ave舶ge　′n ′即di略

Teachers in unidimensional classrooms rated 50% of their
Students ``below average’’; teaChers in multidimensional

Classrooms rated 25% of their students in血at category.

Less fneq諦少betwee部eache鳩’peタでqdons Qr minorr少

and�On mino巧亘加denls. Teachers in unidimensional

Classrooms rated 15% of血e minority students in血e

bottom abilfty category, While teachers in血e

multidimensional situation rated 3% of their minority
Students in that category.

Lower degne Q/♪eer consen拙S Qr indi高水/al $加de庇s ,

abil句,. When students were asked to select who is ``best,,

in math (reading and sooial studies) and who is “worst,,,

there was greater agreement in uridimeusional classrooms.

Rose血oltz (5) also fo皿d that a higher pereentage of students
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were judged to be average or above in multidimensional

classrooms. In addition, She found a higher polarity of social

POWer betwe9n individual students (as reported by the students)
ln unidimensIOnal classrooms and a significant relationship

between perceived reading ability and sooial power in血ose

class rooms.

Finally,血ese researchers also report血at students in

muItidimensional classrooms had a higher self concept of ability.

Specifically, Simpson found that 74% of students in
multidimensional classr∞mS rated themselves as “about in血e

middle or above,, as compared with 58% in血e unid血ensional

classrooms. Rosenholtz found 83.2% and 72.8% respectively.

加や枕a方ons /br class′りOm P脇Ctice

Viewing血e issue in light of these research findings’it

becomes obvious that血ere is more to the question of the relative

merit of the traditional versus naturalistic approach to literacy

than is generally recognized. The usual discussion of which is

more appropriate, COnSide血g the way children leam, addresses

only part of the issue. What must also be considered is how the
behaviors, PerCePtions and attitudes of individuals might be

affected by血e classroom situation related to血e approach.

Clearly,血e findings presented here add to the argument

supporting a naturalistic, multi-taSk approach to literacy. Now, it

is important to add a few notes of caution and encouragement to

those who set out to establish such an approach.

First, I am not sugges血g that teachers never bring c皿dren

together for large group activities, tO Sing・ be read to, take part in

plammg SeSSions, etC. What I am suggesting is血at皿s should

not be the predominant situation and that when it is appropriate

to pu11 students together for large group activities’血e teacher

should be aware of血e probable e飾ects and do whatever possible

to guard against them.

Second, grOuP Size is not血e key factor. The function of

materials is also critical. That is,血e altemative to large group

activity should not be taking students Iook-SteP血rough sets of

materials, ei血er individually or as part of a small group. Instead,

materials should be used as a resource by students as they select

and organize their own activities and make decisions about the

management of their time. This is as they do・ for example, When

they plan, Write, i皿strate and act out their own stories, Select

their own reading materials according to their interest§ and share

their creations with others.
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Further, neither of血ese two factors, grOuP Size or function of

materials is the central issue here・ Responsibility and control are

the critical factors.

When establishing a multi-taSk setting, the teacher must be
absolutely clear on the issue of respensibility and control. Recall

that in the sinde-taSk setting the teacher and/or materials are in

tight controI of血e content, PaCe and sequence of activities.

When this control is shared with血e students, aS it is in the

multi-taSk setting, the teacher must not mcke血e mistake of

relinquishing all responsibility and control. The teacher must

maintain controI over and responsibility for the ultimate outcome,

Saymg, for example, “These c皿dren can become literate, and it

is my responsibility to see that they do.,, The teacher must also

maintain control over the mutually agreed upon outcome of each

day’s work, Saymg tO the student, for exanple, =This is about

What you and I have agreed that you will have accomplished by

the end of this day in school. I hold you responsible for it.”

Having retained controI over and responsibility for the long-tem

goal and established a mutually agreed upon daily (Short tem)

goal, the teacher can then a11ow the student to assume controI

OVer and responsibility for血e minute-by-minute decisions which

lead to the realization of that daily goal.

To accomplish皿s balance of shared responsibility and

COntrOl, the teacher must build into the situation a structure

Which will make it possible to monitor and guide the student as

he operates within the mutually understood parameters. A

discussion of this structure, Which I have described elsewhere in

detail (6) is beyond the scope of皿s paper. What it is vital to

emphasize here, however, is that an eifective multi-taSk approach

to literacy does not `just happen,’’but is well plamed and

Care餌Iy orchestrated so that each c皿d receives血e support and

guidance he needs to help himself become literate.

Finally, We muSt keep in mind what attributes we need to

develop in children who are being socialized to take their place in

a democratic society. We must recogrize that expenence w皿in

a care餌Iy structured multi-taSk setting can empower the c皿d

With more than the ability to read and write. By assuming

responsibility w皿n that structure’血e c皿d has the opportunity

to develop・ in addition to literacy skj田s, the ability to make

responsible decisions regarding the use of time, tO Plan and

Organize activities which lead toward a preestablished goal and to

WOck with others with an attitude of mutual concem and

COOPeration. These are attributes whieh we would surely aⅡ agree
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are vital to the maintenance of our democratic society and thus

essential to consider as we address血e question of血e relative

merit of the traditional and naturalistic approaches to literacy.
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